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The Newsletter from Currie Star FC

Message from the Chairman
Hello Everyone

both.

Well, there is so much to
discuss for the last quarter, I
need to be brief or incur the
wrath of Mr Editor Muego in
his last edition!!

Next up on their travels are our 2000 / 2003 / 2004
and 2005 boys who are all heading to the Gothia
Cup in July. Having participated twice previously
with my own boys, I know the players will have an
unbelievable experience. The Gothia Cup is the
biggest youth tournament in the world and the
experience will live with everyone for the rest of their
lives.
Very best of luck to all…...and most
importantly,,,,enjoy it!! We look forward to your
reports in the next Newsletter.

Firstly, to the football. I am delighted to say Currie
Star picked up a league title and a league cup to
ensure the trophy cabinet at Kingsknowe is kept
brimming. Our U16’s did a first ever league and
cup double of which we are all very proud. More
later in the 2001 update.
As stated above, David Muego, after 5 years of
sterling service as Editor of the Currie Star
Newsletter and website, is hanging up his iPad!!!
David pulled together our inaugural Newsletter in
August 2012 and has gone on to edit 19 editions
since.
His service to the Club has been
outstanding and I know I will miss him. David is a
solid, honest and totally dependable man. He has
NEVER missed a deadline during his tenure, which
is testimony to his character. Thankfully, David will
still be involved coaching the 2001 Colts so his
experience will not be totally lost. I am sure
everyone will join me to say a massive thanks to
David for all his hard work over the years. He will
be missed. Thank you David.
The spring season saw our 2001 Colts head off to
Italy where they participated in an international
tournament in Rimini, Italy, the first for a Scottish
team. This was then followed by our 2006 boys
who travelled to the Netherlands to play in a very
competitive tournament. I have been advised both
year groups had a fantastic time and both
benefitted from the experience of playing against
teams from different countries in addition to their
own teams bonding more as a unit. Well done to
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As all are aware, Currie Star is celebrating its 20th
birthday this year. To thank everyone involved with
the Club over the years, we held a free party at
Kingsknowe. I am delighted to report that over 300
people were in attendance on the day itself. A truly
staggering turnout and reflects on the players,
coaches and parents we have, and have had, at
Currie Star over the years.
I have been in contact with the Club’s founder, Ross
Fenwick, who, due to recent surgery, could not
attend the party. However, I will be meeting up with
Ross soon to ensure we document the full history of
the Club, to be published on the Club website, for all
future generations of Currie Star players. It is
important to know where we came from and where
we are going in the future!!
Finally, in closing, I just wish to say the best of luck
to all our Currie Star boys for the summer
break…..enjoy your rest and come back ready for a
new season and also for those attending the Gothia
Cup in Sweden…..represent your Club and Country
with the values we expect!! The future’s bright ….
it’s Blue & White!
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2001 COLTS UPDATE

2002s UPDATE

“The 2001 Colts have continued their progress
since going to 11 aside and achieved their highest
league position to date, ending up 5th in Division 2
but within 2 points of 4th place but the most
pleasing element is the way in which the boys have
really developed during the season. They are a
great bunch to work with and we look forward to
next season”, said Gary McDonald, Head Coach.

Dave McLellan provides a summary of the 2002s
season “Currie Star U15s finished at the wrong
end of Division 2 - the team played very well in
the majority of games but couldn't get the results
their play deserved. However we are looking
forward to the challenge next season.

“One of the highlights was our trip to Italy at Easter
to play in the Trofeo Adriatico. We got off to a
shaky start losing the first 3 games but then won 2
and narrowly lost the next playing some great
football. The trip really helped the boys bond even
more and their behaviour was impeccable – a real
credit to the Club. A number of the boys had been
to Gothia previously so it was good to take the
Currie Star name into other European countries.
The boys are pictured below after their final game
along with our very own Tartan Army – Stewart and
Gavin!

Both U15s teams enjoyed an end of season BBQ
at Kingsknowe, recently. To keep the players
amused we had a mini 5 aside tournament and
cross bar challenge. A raffle and Player awards
ended the afternoon - congratulations to the
following players for their awards
Players Player of the Year - Liam Livingstone
Coaches Player of the Year - Sandy Bendle
Top Scorer - Konrad Cooper
Most Improved Player - Ben McLellan
Finally goodbye, thank you and good luck to
Jamie & Scott Blyth who leave after being 5 years
with the club.”

We were the first Scottish team to play in the
tournament in its 20 years history and were asked
to lead off the opening ceremony being first to walk
round the track in the stadium. We were even more
proud that Rory O’Brien, who has quit football and
is moving to rugby next season, was asked to read
the FIFA Fair Play pledge in front of the spectators
and did so very eloquently. We will miss you Rory
and best wishes to you in your future.”

2009s UPDATE
“The 2009 team go into the mid season summer
break making massive strides since the last
update”, Rob Marshall Head Coach tells us.
“The playing levels seem to be increasing week
on week and the boys seem to have settled right
into the Super 5's in no time at all. We have 46
kids in the age group at the moment and an ever
growing waiting list, which speaks volumes for the
Club and year group.
Again, we can't thank Play2Learn enough for their
continued support and guidance on training the
kids and for us coaches to learn from. We
approach the summer break now, giving the kids,
coaches and parents a chance to recharge the
batteries and hit the ground running again when
we start back in August.”
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2004s UPDATE
Our 2004s have 2 teams and here is Andy
McKinlay to summarise his teams first season at 11
aside. “That's our first season of 11's completed
and in summary, "a job well done" boys. We played
28 games, won 12, drew 3 and finished in a very
respectable mid-table position, cemented by a
strong second half of the season. All squad
members are returning for next season which is
great news. In the meantime, we look forward to
our forthcoming end of Season awards night at
Swanston's "Footgolf“, where in our team we have
3 players who will be getting their 5 year awards congratulations to Fraser Mill, Ollie Doyle and Mack
Valentine. 8 members of our squad have now
joined up with 10 of our Colts to form the "2004
Gothia" squad. Preparation is now well underway
for our trip in July and the excitement is most
definitely building!”

Meanwhile, Ed Hutchinson updates us on his teams
progress. “It’s fair to say that the first season of
competitive 11-a-side matches has been a steep
learning curve for the 2004 Colts and their coaches.
But the boys have acquitted themselves well and as
the season has gone on, they have become fitter,
more determined and have really come together as
a team. So the season has certainly not been
without its highlights and the boys have shown that
they can play to a really good standard. Some of
the Colts will play at the Gothia Cup with some of
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the other CS04 team. Finally, congratulations
to Joe Dobson and Ewan Hutchinson for achieving
their 5-year award and to Ed Hutchinson coach.
Well done to them and good luck to all the boys in
the next league season.”

2000s UPDATE
Head Coach Phil Hay “Incredible to think that is
this season over, it seems to have shot by. It took
us a few weeks to really settle at Under 17 and we
had a few injuries at the start of the season that
made us get off to a slow start. Second phase was
brilliant winning 7 league games in a row and gave
all the top teams in our division a real fright when
we played them. As a result we rocketed up the
league and at one point were looking like finishing
the season in the top 4. Our last 2 months have
been dominated by Highers and studying and
training had to be all but shelved. As a result our
form deserted us and we finished the season mid
table. That said the lads have put in a great shift on
the park but studies MUST come first. Pictured
below is Kyle Mannion being presented with his
Coaches Player of the year award. Great season
Kyle!

Our focus now turns to Sweden! 16 lads are
heading to the Gothia Cup in July and are really
excited about the prospect. Swedish, German and
English opposition await and we cannot wait. It will
be tough as we are playing in an Under 18
category but we will give it our best shot!”
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2007s UPDATE

2008s UPDATE

Head coach Thomas Hardie tells us “The blues and
whites have shown themselves to be formidable
opposition in their first full season with some
memorable wins along the way. Both squads didn't
have much time to get to know each other before
hitting the ground running and had the opposition
running scared in no time at all. Their brand of fast
flowing attacking football has been the talk of the
footballing world with Gary McDonald of 442
magazine commenting "the football world has been
set alight by this squad and the fast pace brand of
attacking football they adopt. From the goalkeeper
to attack we have been on the edge of our seats".

“The boys in the 2008 group have been enjoying
their transition to playing sevens”, says Ewan
MacKenzie. “For the first part of the season we
had three teams, two in the Maradona and one in
the Beckham division. For the start of the summer
season we are looking to introduce a 4th team. We
are still looking for more players to join the group,
and for more parents to get involved to make this
happen. Taking the lead on training has been very
rewarding, and the kids seem to be enjoying
themselves.
Attendance remains strong, and
numbers are increasing on the new Wednesday
night session. We have also been involved with
some fundraising activity – thank you to Niecey
Mason for organising the sponsored walk.

If the blues and whites made the footballing world
stand up and take notice then blacks blew it apart.
So popular was the brand of football on show from
coaches Scott and Dave they now have two teams
to unleash on the south east division.
Currie star chairman John Brock had this to say "we
are immensely proud of all our boys and we
welcome all the new kids who joined us during the
season. Everywhere I go I hear coaches and
chairman of other clubs ask how we are able to
unearth so much talent. Congratulations to all the
boys for an excellent season with a special mention
the boys who gained promotion into the Zidane
division for next season"

As the boys now head into a well deserved break
head coach Kev Brodie had this message for the
clubs officials and fans "it has been a long hard
season and no doubt we are all looking forward to a
well deserved break. I would like to thank everyone
for their hard work and effort. I am proud of what the
boys have achieved this season and with right
amount of work rate and discipline then I am sure
we can go onto bigger and better things next
season. With the dust still settling on the 2016 /
2017 season the footballing world is already eagerly
anticipating what Currie Star 2007 can achieve next
season...........”
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A special mention has to go to Harry Chapman –
during a game at the end of May he took a tumble
early in the second half. As we had no subs, he
decided to play on. A trip to the club doctors (Sick
Kids) after the game found his season had been
ended prematurely as he’d broken his wrist. Here
he is below looking very proud of his new cast!

Finally, a word to our sponsor. Thank you to Clark
Motorchoice for sponsoring our new strips – they
are based at 1 Lanark Road (just down from
Dovecot Park), so if you are looking for a new
vehicle please check them out and mention Currie
Star, and hopefully they will sponsor us again next
year!”
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2010s UPDATE

2003s UPDATE (cont)

Currie Star 2010s are settling into life well both at 4
aside festivals and via the training with P2L. They
have over thirty boys in the squad now and seven
parent coaches about to embark on the Level 1.1
SFA Course.

5 Year awards go to Coach Ian Dracup, Josh
I'Anson, Zack Neil and Cameron Elmslie. The
squad are pictured below:

As a group the boys are all developing very well.
The training delivered by P2L is helping the boys
when they play Festival Football 4's and they are
adjusting to the environment accordingly. The
small sided games assists the boys develop their
technique in addition to showing them how to play
in a team and work with their team mates.
Probably the most pleasing thing thus far for the
age group is the steady growth in numbers and
quality, alongside the boys starting to look to each
other in games and play as a team.
They have had some good support from parents
with fund raising, and have already secured
sponsorship for new strips in 2018. All in all, they
are generally happy with the progress, and they we
will have the makings of at least three strong teams
by the time they reach the 7's leagues in a few
years. Player retention is also good at this time.

The squad will be heading to the Gothia Cup in July
with Coaches Ian Dracup and Peter I'Anson, the
parents and boys have worked hard at fundraising
raising £3,680 to help with the boys costs. The boys
will also be receiving a training top from Rydens to
take on tour, thanks to Peter for organizing.
Finally 2003s would like to wish coach Scott
Clapperton and fiancé Claire all the best for their
wedding, hoping they enjoyed the gift from all the
parents and players.”

2003s UPDATE
Coach Dracup’s end of season report reads “After a
long season and some tough games to finish the
boys came 5th in Div3 in their first season in this
league after gaining promotion last year. Everyone
was delighted and it came from the squads
contribution and commitment over the season as
we rebuilt a new squad. 14 players have resigned
for 2017-18 season which was brilliant and then we
celebrated with the Player of the year presentation
at Fountain Park bowling, Players Awards went to:

Most improved player Josh I'Anson,
Top goal scorer Ben Flockhart with 24,
Coaches player of the year Struan Martin,
Players player of the year Coll Dracup
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SUMMER FOOTBALL FUN WITH
PLAY2LEARN
Worried about how to keep the kids amused during
the long school holidays? Want to find something to
tire them out and give them lots of fresh air?
P2L have 7 weeks of football camps throughout the
summer at various venues across Edinburgh
including Dovecot Park, Harrison Park and
Cargilfield School at Barnton.
For
more
information
please
visit:
http://www.play2learn.info/ or contact ShaneO on
email Shane@play2learn.info or
by text
07825086108
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HERIOT WATT FC UPDATE
Unfortunately, there was no more silverware at
Riccarton to round off what has been a vastly
improved season for both the East of Scotland and
Under 20 sides! Results unfortunately didn’t go the
Watt’s way as the season came to a close as
resources became stretched due to exams, and
subsequently both title challenges slipped away at
the very end! Both sides finished fourth in their
respective leagues- a vast improvement on the
previous season! All-in-all it has been a hugely
successful season at Riccarton, and with many the
squad still their next season, hopefully we can
build on this success and mount a challenge for
both titles again next season.
An undoubted factor in the success of this season
has come from the addition of the former Currie
Star Under 19’s. They have all heavily featured
throughout the season in both of the EOSFL and
Under 20’s sides. Two of the former players- Aidan
Quinn and Jackson Barker- both received awards
at the end of season HWUFC Club Dinner for their
on-field performances. Aidan has also been
appointed as first team co-captain for the next
season, alongside one of the students. It is clear to
see the HWUFC and Currie Star partnership is
flourishing, and hopefully they are only the first of
many CS players to break into HWUFC.

PLAY2LEARN UPDATE
Matthew Shaw from Play2Learn has provided the
input to this newsletter “Firstly, let me wish
everyone connected with Currie Star a Happy 20th
Birthday. It is brilliant to be part of Currie Star and
share in the development and enjoyment of the
kids during their football sessions.
The Saturday introductory sessions for boys and
girls born 2011-14 have again proven to be popular
with over 70 kids on the register. We have now
moved back outdoors to Dovecot Park, after our
enjoyable indoors spell at Edinburgh College. The
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2011’s have been learning and developing different
parts of the game and have really got to grips with
the Play2Learn innovative 4-a-side match format.
The 2012’s have been introduced to the match
format of aeroplane football (4-a-side) and the
2013’s and 2014’s have been progressing well
playing the match format of 5-alive (5 balls) which
is designed to increase the number of touches
each player gets and encourages all the kids to
score plenty of goals.
The Monday evening programme is again proving
very popular with the numbers exceeding 80 kids.
The age groups are currently 2009 and 2010 and
both groups have been learning in 3 week blocks
over which period they focused on a different part
of the game such as control, team possession or
shooting.
The 2009’s are a team that always make everyone
laugh, they clearly enjoy themselves, are all smiles
and there are some real characters. The parent
coaches continue to provide invaluable help to the
Play2Learn coaches and the collective spirit is
clear for all to see. Shortly the parent coaches will
begin to lead the talented and energetic 2009
group on a Monday night with ongoing support and
mentoring from Play2Learn coaches.
The 2010’s are looking very smart now and very
much like a team as they arrive to training in their
blue and white hooped shirts. They are certainly
now matching their skills with their strips and I
would like to emphasise that all players are asked
to please arrive to every training session in their
Currie Star kit.
Finally, I’d like to say a huge thank you to all the
kids and to the parent coaches, who have stepped
forward to help the P2L coaches on Monday night
and lead the team on Sunday mornings - also a
special thanks to Fiona and the other mums who
help with the catering on a Saturday morning; you
are all a great help and it’s a true team effort. I
would like to finish by wishing all involved at Currie
Star a restful and enjoyable summer.”
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KINGSKNOWE GOLF CLUB UPDATE

2005s UPDATE

As you know we have a strong partnership with
Kingsknowe Golf Club and as we approach the
and summer days we have a few offers to share
with you from the Club.

David Bradley-Bird, the new Newsletter Editor
provides us with the 2005s update. “It has been a
particularly busy year for 2005s, as we undertook
our last year of 7-a-side football. The boys have
shown great application in training and at games
on a Sunday and there were a number of notable
results and performances throughout the season.
As we move to 11-a-sides in August 2017, the
group will merge into two squads competing in
Division 2 and 4. A big thank you to Nathan’s
Wastesavers for sponsoring our new 11’s kit
through their RagBag recycling scheme.

There is still 6 months of golf left in 2017 and this is
an ideal time to join Kingsknowe Golf Club as there
will be plenty of tee times available over the rest of
the summer months. The prices are excellent as
well. Memberships for all categories of men,
women, boys and girls are now available and we
have special offers on the following if you quote
Currie Star FC. These offers are from the date of
joining until the 31st December 2017.
Junior Membership costs £35 for first year and
includes Clubgolf sessions and the Summer Camp.
Clubgolf stage 1, Years 1 and 2 approved
coaching programmes will be held at the Club for
all children aged 8 or over as part of the junior
membership.
This is designed to introduce
children to all the different aspects of golf and to
encourage them into the game.

The boys raised almost £20,000 towards the
Gothia Cup trip in July and thanks to all parents,
boys, family and friends for their hard work. In
particular, a huge pat on the back must go to the
Gothia Committee – David and Lucy Goodbrand,
Cath Doran, Fiona O’Brien, Mike Sinclair and
Amanda Brown, and to David Bradley-Bird for
supplying our distinctive sunflower Currie Star
hoodies and t-shirts for the trip.

Their prices for 9 or 18 holes are very competitive.
Contact the Pro Shop on 0131 441 4030 if you
would like to play. If you would like a trial game in
advance of joining the club, this can also be
arranged for the price of a Guest Ticket and it will
be refunded if you join the club.
For further information on any of the above then
please contact clubmanager@kingsknowe.com.
The inaugural Currie Star FC Masters in
conjunction with Kingsknowe Golf Club will take
place at Kingsknowe Golf Club on Thursday 10th
August. The Masters is for teams of 3 and all
members of each team must have a handicap or at
least have played golf previously and be of a
sufficient ability to be able to play a round on the
course. For further details please check the Currie
Star website at www.curriestarfc.co.uk/news.
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We say a fond goodbye and thanks to Head
Coach Richard Lewis, Ken Stewart, Alan Telfer,
Ken Hughes and Kathy Smith. Next season will
resume in the safe hands of Head Coach Hans
Lambert, plus David Bradley-Bird, Graeme
Doran, David Goodbrand, Colin Brown and Alex
Fowler. We look forward to continued progress
from all the boys next season. The futures bright,
the future is blue and white.”
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2001 STAR UPDATE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY CURRIE STAR FC

John Brock, Head Coach of 2001 Star summarises
the teams successes this season “After missing
out on the 2nd Division league title by 3 points last
season, the boys objective from the start of the
season was to win the league. There were many
strong teams in the division and we knew we would
be pushed all the way. Ultimately, it came down to
a final game of the season, winner takes all match
versus Easthouses to decide who would take the
coveted prize. Our boys did what they had to do
and a first ever 2nd Division league title was
secured. The next weekend, we played the same
team in the league cup final, and again the boys
were brilliant to win the game 2-0. What a season!!

As John mentioned in his Newsletter intro, we
recently held our 20th Birthday Party at
Kingsknowe. A good time was had by all and a
selection of photos from the day can be seen
below. Here’s to the next 20!

Big thanks to every member of the squad, who all
played their part over the duration, and to Rory
Hamilton and Chris Hoffie for their support and
advice. Well done boys!!”
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“The tail-end of the season arrived with us
welcoming new players Owen Morrison, Sam
Watson and Max Mackay,” writes Chris Lewis. “It
was great to see them enjoying their football with
their new team mates. We also find ourselves
saying goodbye to a few players: Niall Geany is
leaving to join Hibs and Rio Lynes is leaving us
to concentrate on other sports. We wish both
boys well and hope that they'll look back fondly
on their time here.

… It’s Blue & White
awards night. Congratulations to all our award
winners and to all the boys who have played so well
this season. The coaches hope you enjoy the
summer and return ready and raring to go. Our
thanks go to all the parents, grandparents, brothers
and sisters who have supported from the side-lines
through rain, hail and the occasional spell of
sunshine.”

In amongst the regular fixtures, we took two
teams out to a tournament in Arnhem, Holland.
In sweltering heat, the boys played their socks
off against some very strong opposition.
Finally, we recently held our end-of-season

Thanks, as always, must go to all our partners, sponsors, parents, coaches and supporters
who make it all possible through their support and hard work.
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